Abstract—Many people around the globe live in areas that have unhealthy levels of air pollution. Such pollution raises the risks of health problems such as lung cancer and heart disease. A significant contributor to air pollution is the combustion of fossil fuels such as gasoline and diesel to transport people and goods. Using shared and active transportation such as cycling and walking can have great benefits in mobility, clean air, citizen health, and transportation efficiency.

Driven by the idea of improving air quality, mobility, and the quality of resident lives, we contribute Smart Resident, a transportation guidance system which uses a recommender system and gamification to motivate city residents to move towards active or shared transportation as an alternative to traditional one-passenger vehicles. The system uses a personalized recommender system based on the history of user trips, and user preferences to give recommendations to users for daily transportation. Moreover, the system motivates users towards green means of transportation by showing them impact on health and finances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency, the second largest source of air pollution, in the form of carbon emission, is the combustion of fossil fuels such as gasoline and diesel to transport people and goods. It contributes to thirty one percent of the total carbon emission in the US. Unfortunately, air pollution could increase the risk of major health problems such as lung cancer, asthma attacks, heart disease, reproductive problems, and other ailments [1], [2].

Active transportation such as cycling and walking can be a healthy and environmentally-friendly alternative to fossil-fuel transportation. Not only does active transportation facilitate personal mobility, but could also potentially save $24 billion and reduce carbon emission by 11 percent by 2050 [3]. Furthermore, active transportation increases the amount of physical activity of city residents, which contributes to their overall health. Moreover, active transportation encourages residents to be more engaged in community issues, enhance their quality of life, and can potentially improve city safety [4]. Coupled with health and social benefits, active transportation can also help to reduce roadway congestion since it requires less space per traveler than driving.

Given the pervasiveness of information technology in our daily lives, it is becoming increasingly critical to use technology to help city residents to move towards more sustainable and echo-friendly alternatives. One idea that shows potential in that direction is “smart city”. A smart city is a city that uses technology to improve residents’ lives.

Inspired by the idea of a smart city, we contribute, Smart Resident, a transportation guidance system which uses a recommender system and gamification to motivate city residents to move towards active or shared transportation as an alternative to traditional one-passenger vehicles.

Traditional Transportation guidance systems such as Google Maps help users to find a few different routes from point A to point B using different means of transportation [5]. Traditional transportation guidance systems are mainly driven by shortest routes. Smart Resident adds a few more features to traditional transportation features: (1) The system uses an evidence-based personalized recommender system to generate the route suggestions. The system takes into consideration the context (e.g. time, traffic, day of week, temperature, and weather condition), user’s transportation habits, and preferences. (2) The system gives residents feedback on the positive and negative impact of their transportation decisions on the environment. The objective of this feedback is to motivate users to choose healthier and more economical means of transportation.

The main objective of this work is to shed light on the design principles of Smart Resident, and how we envision it as a framework that can be used to help residents make more environmentally friendly and healthy transportation decisions.

II. RELATED WORK

The related work can be divided into two sections: smart city applications and recommender systems.

A. Smart City Applications

There are many applications that use technology for the benefit of city residents. For instance, some applications collect traffic data to provide residents with information about congestion and road accidents [6]. The information is collected by sensors or reports made by drivers. Other applications allow residents to report issues such as suspicious activity, illegal trash dumping, potholes, defective street lights, broken tiles on sidewalks, and illegal advertising boards [7]. For such applications to be successful, it is imperative that residents participate in them. These applications can be incentivized by extrinsic motivation such as discounts offered by some commercial stores. However, research shows that intrinsic motivation has more long-term success [8]. Hence, rather than relying on extrinsic motivation, our approach capitalizes on residents’ intrinsic motivation to help residents
move towards more eco-friendly means of transportation. Our approach is to show residents the impact of their transportation decisions on the environment, their budget, and their health.

B. Recommender Systems

A recommender system is an information filtering system that predicts the possibility a user would like an item, and therefore recommends it [9]. Recommender systems typically produce a list of recommendations to users ranked by a relevance score. Recommender systems have been used in various areas including books, music, movies, news, and social tags.

The most popular recommender systems use collaborative filtering or content-based filtering [10]. The collaborative filtering approaches builds a model from decisions made by similar users. Similarity is decided based on common items or attributes that users like. This model is then used to predict items that the user may have an interest in [11]. This approach is powerful since it may predict recommendations that are novel, and not easy to find [12]. However, this approach suffers from the “cold-start problem”, not being able to produce meaningful recommendations when there is not a significant user database [13]. The content-based filtering approach uses a series of discrete characteristics of an item in order to recommend additional items with similar properties [14]. This approach is powerful because it does not need data from other users. However, recommendations may not be novel.

Both approaches require a substantial data set to be able to generate meaningful recommendations. Hence, the two approaches are often combined to tackle that issue [15].

Knowledge-based recommender system produce recommendations by inferring user’s needs and preferences. Further, they make an expectation about how an item meetings a particular user need, and can therefore reason about the relationship between a need and a recommendation [16].

Context-based recommender systems takes contextual data into consideration such as the change in the interests of users over time [17], location, and environment conditions.

III. DESIGN

Smart Resident is a transportation guidance system which uses a personalized recommender system and feedback to motivate city residents to move towards active or shared transportation.

In designing Smart Resident, we wanted the recommendations to be realistic and behavior changing. Moreover, we wanted the recommendations to give more weight to new observations. In other words, more recent decisions the user makes affect the system’s recommendations more than older decisions.

Realistic recommendations are based on the user’s preferences and evidence for how the user has been using transportation. Further, the recommendations are based on many different variables that may affect the resident’s decision of choosing a specific route or means of transportation. Examples of these variables include weather, distance, road infrastructure, and traffic. Behavior changing recommendations attempt to slowly change the user’s transportation habits from highly polluting means of transportation (e.g. one-passenger vehicle) towards more active and shared transportation.

In the following subsections, we will introduce the different components of Smart Resident: system architecture, route calculator, recommender system, and feedback provider.

A. System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the system architecture of Smart Resident. The user provides the preferences to the recommender system. The preferences are elicited through a series of questions about when the user is likely to use a certain means of transportation such as a bicycle or car. The user also informs the system about the trip they want to make. The route calculator receives the origin point (point A) and the destination point (point B), and generates several possible routes by different means of transportation. When calculating the routes, the route calculator takes into account traffic, air quality, and distance. The recommender system receives the routes and ranks them based on how likely the user will choose them. The feedback provider gives feedback on the routes in terms of the cost, carbon emission, and calories burnt. The user chooses a route, and the decision goes back to the recommender system to take it into consideration for future recommendations. The following subsections will briefly explain how each component works.

B. Route Calculator

We used an existing algorithm, adapted from Graph Hopper [18] to generate different routes between point A and point B. The algorithm is based on Dijkstra’s shortest route algorithm [19]. We adapted the algorithm so that it does not just rely on distance. Instead, it generates a variety of routes based on several factors: distance, air quality, and traffic. The implementation can be found at [20]. Currently traffic and air quality are simulated variables. Traffic has a value from 0 to 5, where 0 means there is no traffic at all, and 5 means there is very heavy traffic. Moreover, air quality’s value is between 0 to 5, where 0 is very harmful polluted air, and 5 is
very clean and healthy air. The route calculator calculates three alternative routes for various means of transportation (car, bicycle, walking):

- The shortest route by distance.
- The shortest route by traffic and distance.
- The shortest route by air quality, traffic, and distance.

C. Recommender System

The recommender system primarily uses content-based filtering to generate recommendations. The content is the history of transportation decisions that the user has made. However, to combat the cold start problem, we also base the recommendations on user’s transportation preferences. The implementation can be found at [21].

We identified the following variables that may affect the decision of the user to use a certain means of transportation: temperature, weather condition, traffic, availability of bike lanes, availability of sidewalks, trip distance, trip time, day of week, and time of day. The availability of bike lanes and sidewalks is a number from 0 to 5, where 0 means there are no lanes or sidewalks at all, and 5 means there are bike lanes or sidewalks everywhere in the route.

We used our intuition to identify some variables such as bike lanes, and literature to identify other variables such as weather and temperature [22].

Initially, the system does not have historical data to use to give recommendations. Hence, the system initially asks the user a series of questions to elicit the user preferences to build an initial model. The questions aim at knowing when the user is likely to use a certain means of transportation based on various factors such as traffic, temperature, weather condition, etc. The estimated time for answering the questions is no longer than five minutes. Figure 2 gives an example of eliciting bicycle-temperature data from the user.

### Fig. 2. Eliciting user preferences

**At what temperature(s) are you likely to use a bicycle?**

- [ ] extremely cold  temp < -10°C
- [ ] very cold  -10°C <= temp < 0°C
- [ ] cold  0°C <= temp < 10°C
- [ ] cool  10°C <= temp < 20°C
- [ ] warm  20°C <= temp < 25°C
- [ ] hot  25°C <= temp < 30°C
- [ ] very hot  30°C <= temp < 40°C
- [ ] extremely hot  temp >= 40°C

[Back] [Next]

**Observation Matrix:** Whenever the user makes a transportation decision, it is stored in the observations matrix as a new row. For instance, the first row in Figure 3 describes the situation where a user drove a car, temperature was -5°C, traffic was moderate, the distance was 10 miles, air quality was good, and there were not many bike lanes or sidewalks in the recent observation.

It is calculated in terms of the number of days that have elapsed since the recommender system was first used. For instance, the fourth observation in Figure 3 is the most recent since it has been recorded four days after the recommender system has initially been used. The reason why we incorporate freshness is because we want the recommender system to give more weight to newer observations. As the user uses the system more, his or her behavior will change more. Hence, the system will be more influenced by the more recent observations.

For proving the concept, we simulated the data in the observation matrix. We used random normal distribution to generate the categorical and continuous variables in the observation matrix.

**Fig. 3. Observation Matrix**

**User Profile:** When a new observation is recorded, it is added accumulatively to the user profile. The user profile is a matrix that models the decisions and preferences the user. Figure 4 shows an example of a user profile matrix. However, due to lack of space, not all the variables are shown.

The columns are the different means of transportation, and the rows represent the variables that may influence the user’s decision. We broke down the main variables (e.g. temperature) into sub-variables. For instance, the temperature sub-variables were defined based on various ranges. For instance, the “very cold” sub-variable represents the temperature between -10°C and 0°C, whereas the warm temperature represents the temperature between 20°C and 25°C. Our ranges were inspired by the suggestions made by the national weather service [23].
Each observation in the observation matrix is used to update the user profile matrix. For instance, the first observation in Figure 3 updates the user profile in this way. For each value in the observation, we look up the relevant means of transportation vs the appropriate variable. Let’s take the first observation in the observations matrix as an example. The means of transportation in the first observation is car. Hence, we will be updating some cells that fall under the “Drive” column in the user profile matrix. Further, the temperature in the first observation is -5°C. This temperature corresponds to the “very cold” temperature sub-variable. Hence, we add 1 to the cell “Drive vs. very cold temperature” (1 represents the freshness value.) The traffic value is 3, which is considered “moderate” traffic. Therefore, we add 1 to the cell “car vs moderate traffic”. We continue to update the matrix for each value in the observation. We follow the same process in the second observation. However, this time the freshness is 2. Hence, we add 2 to the corresponding cells. For instance, the temperature being 20°C corresponds to the variable warm. Hence, we add 2 to the cell “transit vs warm”.

The algorithm for updating the matrix based on an observation is as follows:

**Algorithm 1: update_user_profile**

**input:** an observation (O) in the observation matrix (OM), the user profile matrix (M).

**output:** the user profile matrix (M) being updated

1. I=O[“means_of_transportation”]; //transportation index
2. foreach entry in O do:
3. variable_index=entry.index();
4. M[variable_index][I]+=O[“freshness”];
5. end

**Recommendations:** Making recommendations is simply ranking different routes produced by the route calculator. After the ranking is done, we simply present the routes to the user in the order they were ranked. The ranking is essentially based on the user profile matrix. To rank each route, the recommender system gets every route as a set of attributes. For instance, Table I shows an example of the attributes of a certain route. In addition to the route attributes, the recommender system also receives weather information (see Table II).

[Table I - Route Attributes]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Means of transportation</td>
<td>Bike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>4.5 miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike Lanes</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side walks</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route Info</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;coordinates info&gt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Table II - Weather Conditions]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>30°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky</td>
<td>Clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Table III - Example of Phi Correlation]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Warm Temperature (W)</th>
<th>Not Warm Temperature (W')</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bike (B)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Bike (B')</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the correlations have been calculated, they are converted into the fisher transformation. This transformation produces a function that is normally distributed rather than skewed. Next the mean of all fisher values is calculated to calculate the score of the route. The algorithm can be expressed as follow:

**Algorithm 2: calculate_route_score**

**input:** the route attributes (RA) of a certain route, the index that represents the means of transportation in the user profile matrix (trans_index), the user profile matrix (M)

**output:** a score that will be used to rank the route

1. foreach attribute in RA do:
2. correlation=corr(attribute,trans_index);
3. fisher=fisher(correlation);
4. fisher_list.add(fisher);
5. }
6. score=mean(fisher_list);
7. end
D. Feedback Provider

The feedback provider component aims at motivating residents to make a transportation decision that is environmentally and budget friendly as well as healthy. The feedback provider uses gamification in the form of visual feedback to motivate residents. Gamification engages users and make them more productive [25].

In addition to distance and time for each route, the system shows the route impact that is related to the resident’s health and budget, as well as the environment. In particular, the system shows calories burnt, cents saved, and the pollution caused by the trip. The system makes it clear to the resident as to whether the route impact is positive (such as calories burnt or cents saved), or negative (such as pollution emitted by a vehicle). Furthermore, the system highlights the most or least eco-friendly route (see Figure 5).

Fig 5. Route Feedback

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced Smart Resident, a system that helps users make transportation decisions that are environmentally and budget friendly as well as healthy. Unlike traditional transportation guidance systems such as Google Maps, Smart Resident uses a personalized recommender systems that make transportation recommendations based on the user’s history of transportation, and other factors such as weather condition, traffic, time, etc. Further, the system provides the user with feedback on the recommended routes in an attempt to persuade the user to make healthier and more eco-friendly choices. In the future, we are planning to evaluate the accuracy of the recommendations by testing it with a random sample of users. Furthermore, we are planning to test the effect of the feedback provider on user’s choices.